CAPABILITIES

Creative Mischief

Creative Mischief
Creative Mischief is a marketing agency based in Atlanta, Georgia, serving the needs
of clients in the Southeast and nationwide since 2008. We started the agency out of
a desire to put our talent and passion to good use, and because we saw a need in the
market for sound strategies and authentic service.
“ROLL UP OUR SLEEVES” ATTITUDE

LOCAL DIGS

EXPERIENCED STAFF

Clients choose us because we meet them at their

Our office is based in a section of town near and

level through respect, common understanding

We noticed that many of the best and brightest are

dear to us, where people like us are striving to

and a “roll up our sleeves” attitude that produces

not interested in punching a clock or working full

make things better through commitment and

results. It’s why we’ve been in business for the past

time. They have families and children, and while

investment in a growing community. We’d like

eight years and why we continue to grow.

they can’t leave the workforce all together, they

to think our choice of location reflects our own

need flexibility. We have been able to enhance our

values. We’re not a “hit and run” type agency

team by providing part-time work to experienced

seeking to blind you with our dazzling displays,

leaders in our industry. It also doesn’t hurt that

who hands you off to a junior staff member the

our approach allows us to deliver a better product

minute you sign a contract. We invest in our

at a lower cost to our customers.

clients and our relationships through common
understanding and an unflinching commitment
to meet your goals and deliver results.

What makes us unique
Creative Mischief is a small and agile creative services firm that delivers results.
We forge lasting partnerships with our clients, providing a deeper level of service
from our team of top-tier strategists, content creators and designers, at affordable
rates and in a timely fashion.
TECHNICAL SENSE

As such, we are not a one-solution-fits-all shop;

What often sets us apart from our competitors

relies on one another’s expertise to provide the

While we think strategically, we act tactically.

is our deep understanding of technology and

best possible service and solutions to our clients at

We quickly translate strategic objectives into

how it can be leveraged by marketing. This

the best value.

actionable tactics, and build them. Our team is

rather a highly versatile and integrated team that

exceptional level of technical understanding and
experience allows us to execute on nearly any
digital marketing need. We marry our technical
expertise with skilled and talented designers,
writers and marketing strategists to provide a wide
variety of marketing services grounded in a keen
understanding of technical workability.

small, nimble, efficient and scalable. We think

DEEPER DIVE
We take a human-centered approach to projects,
which means we place a high value in taking the
necessary time through discovery to learn an
organization’s inspiration for being, while at the
same time identifying its best customer. In this

AFFORDABILITY

way, we design a platform or approach to best

We have done it all, and know how to apply our

goals. The result is a more strategic solution,

experience to meet the needs of our clients, which

anchored in a clearer understanding of client and

means more bang for their buck. We recommend

customer.

the right technology and the right approach to
match specific goals and varied budgets.

SPEED AND VERSATILITY

reach the customer and to achieve the client’s

in processes, continually tweaking and refining
our products and services to be more efficient
while producing better results. We understand
that in today’s world, clients need results and
expect quality service. For these reasons, we focus
on what we do well – branding, marketing and
user experience; what is essentially the creative
aspects of a project.
In sum, we provide our clients a deeper dive,
grounded in practical technology sense, for more
affordable, timely and proven results.

Our mission is to help clients create memorable experiences
with their customers. Our approach to projects is to Simplify,
Engage, Inspire.
>

>

Simplify the process. We take complex

>

Inspire through language, design and

issues and complex technologies and

technology. This is where we get to excel.

find the clearest, most efficient path

Our team knows their stuff. Award-

forward with the greatest results.

winning design, content that drives

Engage with respect and common
understanding. We approach all our
clients, audiences and our work with
this attitude. We’re not here to take
advantage. We’re here to find solutions.

connections, technology that actually
helps.

Creative Mischief
Creative Mischief provides organizations with the strategic and tactical marketing
support they need to engage audiences and grow revenue. For more than seven years, we
have been creating memorable experiences and helping to showcase the best that the
South offers through a friendly and direct approach that creates great work and lasting,
productive relationships.
“ROLL UP OUR SLEEVES” ATTITUDE

AWARDS

Clients choose us because we meet them at their level

Communicator Awards

Sabre Awards

through respect, common understanding and a “roll

United Way of Atlanta ~ Integrated Campaign

Tokidoki Me / Best Mobile Application

up our sleeves” attitude that produces results. It’s why

YPL ~ Integrated Campaign
Show South

we’ve been in business for the past eight years and why
we continue to grow.

International Summit Award

Sea Island, Camp Cloister

Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta ~ Promotion

THE TEAM

PRSA Phoenix
AMA

Shoebox Project for United Way of Greater Atlanta

Our award-winning team has more than 60 years

United Way Atlanta LINC Day of Innovation

combined experience creating vision, brand, websites,

United Way Atlanta Child Well Being Map

Webby

apps, content, packaging, design and more through a

United Way Atlanta Give 5 Change Lives

Interface design & branding for TuneMob

strategically driven user-centric approach designed

Burger King HotKicks

to enhance and extend your resources for the best

Durex Love Poems Campaign

possible outcomes.

RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

Services

SEO, Trend Reports, Audience Response Metrics
are just a few of our services that help clients
develop the right strategies, stay on track and
adjust where necessary.

We’re support our client’s strategies and deliver on the technologies we
develop. Many of our clients require our marketing services on a transitional or ongoing basis. Our marketing services can provide the necessary bridge and training to grow in-housecapabilities, helping to ensure
momentum for your newly developed strategies and technologies.

CONTENT STRATEGY AND
COPYWRITING
We develop content strategy to support your
goals and copywriting services coupled with
the best practices you need to connect with
audiences and make those strategies effective
throughout every marketing channel.

INTEGRATED MARKETING
SOLUTIONS
Our preferred method of marketing is an
integrated approach, including websites, mobile,
e-mail, social, video, starting with your goals
through tactics and analysis.

BRANDING, LOGO DEVELOPMENT
& DESIGN

E-MAIL MARKETING

We use award-winning design to develop and

integrated with social, that engauges audiences.

advance your brand, create effective logos and

Allowing our clients to grow, manage and

provide print collateral to that showcases you in

safeguard their lists, coupled with design services

your best light.

and content creation that maximizes open, click-

Personalized, individual, cross-marketed,

through and response rates.

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT &
MOBILE EXPERIENCES

EVENT MARKETING

We work with both .net and open source CMS.

conferences and events. We can provide you

We let your needs dictate the solution. We

with a turnkey solution to event marketing, from

build responsive solutions that work across all

overall strategy to campaign tactics to show floor

platforms – mobile, tablet and web.

signage, delivery of collateral, meeting design

Our team has marketed more than 200 global

and more.

SOCIAL STRATEGIES

VIDEO

We have the experience and know-how to help

Video is an increasingly important element in

you choose the right social platforms, develop

today’s marketing strategy. We create scripts,

strategies to maximize their effectiveness and

provide visuals, direct the production, define

track their results.

and develop the placement of effective video
marketing.

Leadership Team

CHRIS SIZEMORE
CO-FOUNDER & CEO

>> 17 plus years IT, business development, marketing and relationship
management
>> Atlanta’s Business Chronicle 40 under 40
>> Georgia Chamber of Commerce – Board of
Governors / Vice-Chair Marketing
>> Alliance Theatre - Board of Directors
I’m all about relationships, family first and taking care
of my community. Born and raised in the South, I hold
myself and my reputation to extraordinary standards.
Integrity is vital to who I am and how I go about my
life. In everything I do, I strive to create an exceptional
experience for my clients by listening twice as much
as I talk. I affectionately call this “My Southern Way”.
I truly believe that the core of success derives from
communication, attention to detail, and practical
principles. Longevity is my ambition, and I’m in the
business of building long-lasting relationships with
integrity as the foundation.

ISHAM COLOSETTI
CO-FOUNDER & CHIEF
CREATIVE OFFICER
>> 20 plus years marketing and creative
>> Award-winning designer
>> United Way of Greater Atlanta and Easter
Seals of North Georgia Marketing Committees
One thing I’ve learned over the past 20 years in the

KAREN MURPHY
CHIEF MARKETING
OFFICER
>> 20 plus years marketing professional and
writer
>> 15 plus years association management
>> Easter Seals of North Georgia Board of Directors

design and interactive marketing field is that ‘one-size-

Whether they know it or not, all customers are looking

fits all’ doesn’t work — which actually makes me pretty

for an emotional reason to connect. And the very best

happy. I like finding solutions to challenges. My brain is

campaigns are based on the understanding that your

wired to seek out the creative approach. When a client

words and your images need to be an extension or

comes to me with a need, my innate problem-solving

reflection of what your audience believes and values.

sensibilities go into high gear. I often find solutions

I make emotional connections for clients through

and designs that people never consider. And when the

strategy, positioning and writing. I use words and stories

project is complete, the client is happy and I’ve met or

to project your brand identity and develop the strategies

exceeded expectations, that’s the best rush there is. I’ve

you need to motivate audiences to connect. My goal

even won a few awards along the way.

is to get to the heart of an organization, to uncover its
nature, and spread the good news using all the channels
available to reach an audience when, how and where
they want.

Client Testimonials
“They are great at balancing strategic vision and a tactical
road map. They learn their customer’s business and make
suggestions on how to improve what it is you are trying to
accomplish.”
Erin Mezaros,
CMO Sutherland Asbill & Brennan
Erin.Meszaros@sutherland.com

“We needed to maintain brand identity while breathing
new life into our image by promoting our move to smaller
batch, higher quality brews and a more creative approach
to product. Our ongoing partnership with Creative Mischief
and their talented staff have helped provide us with a new
direction and unique identity in the craft beer market.”
Tyler Cates, Marketing
Red Brick Brewing Co.

Creativity, authenticity and tenacity are not something
you can teach. Creative Mischief hires people that have
these qualities. They must, because I see it in every
person I have met and in the quality of their work. They
are passionate and create great work for clients.
Clinton Gary,
CMO Arnall Golden Gregory
clinton.gary@agg.com

Creative Mischief delivered a career site on time
and under budget. With a team that is very strong in
conceptual design and collaboration with clients.
Jim Sullivan, Senior Manager,
Portfolio Management at AutoTrader.com
James.Sullivan@autotrader.com

Case Studies

The United Way
How do we help foster future philanthopists?

SOLUTION

RESULTS

We started with a big idea, and used millenial research

While we are currently in the thick of the work, the

to help craft an approach.

group is growing with every event. We currently have
reached over 13,000 of the expected 10,000 person goal.

1. The brand needs to be engaging and energetic. We
used vibrant colors, hand drawn text and commis-

Over 400k raised without a specific ask

sioned a felt sculptor to create a repository of playful

875 servcie hours

elements to make the events and volunteering more
approachable and memorable.
2. We help shape their development through education,
events, volunteering and networking, giving them the
tools to grow.
3. We made it easy to share , leveraging social media
and email to

Safe Harbor Yes
Helping the innocent victims of sex trafficking
THE CHALLENGE

RESULTS

State-wide awareness for an issue that no one wanted

A historic 3 million voted yes for Georgia Amendment 2,

to talk about.

providing an estimated $2 million annually to help the
child victims of sex trafficking.

SOLUTION
We created the brand, content strategy, digital strategy
for a state-wide campaign.

643k people reached
Over 500k donated
Recognition by Jimmy Carter
50k website visitors
267k video views and 1,100 shares in 4 days

“It is to Creative Mischief’s credit that Amendment 2 was
adopted by 83.3 percent of the Georgians casting a ballot
in the November 2016 General Election. This is the largest
margin by which any constitutional amendment haseverbeen adopted in Georgia history, includingthat establishing
theLottery for Education fund. .”
Ann Marchetti Mintz,
Sr. Director for Public Policy and Advocacy for the
United Way of Greater Atlanta

Sephora Tokidoki
Sephora is an international beauty-retailer with commercial retail
stores and an online site that features beauty brands across a broad
range of product categories. Sephora Tokidoki was an integrated
marketing effort developed to introduce a new make-up line.
CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

RESULTS

Sephora was launching a new “cartoon-style” makeup

We built an online contest and promoted it through an

The campaign was a success with more than 28,000

line, Tokidoki, to the U.S. market, where similar prod-

integrated marketing campaign. At the center of the

downloads within the first 30 days, hundreds of thou-

ucts from Gwen Stefani’s Harajuku and Hello Kitty were

solution was the mobile application, allowing people to

sands of photos taken, and the app peaking at #7 within

already established. Our challenge was to create a cam-

decorate their photographs with Tokidoki characters.

iTunes Lifestyle category.

paign that would raise awareness of the new products

Photographs were then shared to a Facebook fan page

to young women.

allowing visitors to browse, vote and share their favorite
photos on Facebook. We used a combination of blogger
outreach, email marketing and social tagging to promote the contest.

Glintly
Lighting the way along a student’s career journey by providing the
knowledge and resources needed to make sound decisions, to stay on
course and on track, and to ultimately achieve a fulfilling career.
CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

To help high school students find their way in life. Most

Research helped us identify the buyer as the parent

solutions focus on getting a child in college, rather than

while providing us with the foundation and an approach

helping them identify a fulfilling career.

towards communication. We kept coming across the
concept that people were lost, and in the dark when it
came to helping their children.

Red Brick Brewing
The oldest craft beer in the state needed an agency to provide
brand, website and packaging
CHALLENGE

Building on the Red Brick vision to carve out its niche

The oldest craft beer in the state needed to reinvigorate

chief team began creating a stronger identity through

The new website showcases the Red Brick experi-

its 20-year-old brand to reflect a new direction for the

more visually impactful packaging and a new website

ence, builds community, and encourages engage-

brewery. The identity needed to breath new life into its

to help build community engagement and increase

ment, while driving product sales. Sacred Cow, the

image and connect with new audiences, promoting its

product sales. New illustrations reflected the brewery’s

first re-designed product released, was the fastest

move to smaller batch, higher quality brews and a more

unique and creative approach to individual flavor pro-

selling Red Brick product to-date. As we work through

creative approach to its product.

files. At the same time, we refreshed the Red Brick label

the entire product line, we continue to help with the

and established a distinct overall look and feel for the

company’s overall success as its marketing agency

brand and future packaging that would connect with its

of record with new packaging designs, a comprehen-

audience and establish a more sophisticated, identifi-

sive communication strategy, email and PR. Next up,

able presence within the craft beer market.

small batch bombers and a new line of cans. Can’t

SOLUTION

as the leader in Southern Craft Beer, our Creative Mis-

RESULTS

wait.

United Way of Greater Atlanta
How do you increase excitement within a 100 year old non-profit.
CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

RESULTS

While the United Way does a great job of

The new website will tell the story of United Way.

New site launching early September.

helping the community, they are terrible at

We will showcase the audiences being helped ev-

communicating their impact to donors.

ery day while providing opportunities for donors
to ‘touch’ the brand through volunteering.

Through our engagement we have created

We created the ‘Give 5 Cause’ to benefit home-

branding and event support to grow a millenial

less families and Day of Innovation Challenge to

New millennials are helping United Way engage

group of donors called LINC (Lead. Impact.

provide non-profits with insights and solutions

new businesses for workplace campaigns.

Network. Change.)

on engageing millenials from millennials.

Munich RE
How do you sell weather insurance?
CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

RESULTS

Very few people have even heard about

We created a sales oriented website. The user

The website allows a small group of sales people

insurance to protect against the weather

path starts with educates, continues to registra-

to respond to only the best and most qualified

let alone know how and when to use it.

tion, and then qualifies them through a client

leads.

Furthermore, the entire Munich RE team is

portal.

comprised of developers. Classic Microsoft vs
Apple advertising challenges, getting them to
understand selling the ‘why’, not the ‘what.’

Georgia Chamber
How do you bring excitement and clarity while
driving new membership growth.

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

RESULTS

The Georgia Chamber’s website was a

We started with the users. Understanding who

A series of new website, including Georgia

patchwork of content spanning 6 years. Visitors

the Chamber was trying to attract allowed us to

Chamber, Georgia 2030, Georgia Travel and

couldn’t tell what the Chamber did, or why they

organize the site and refine the content.

Georgia Law sites are all driving membership

should get involved.

growth.

Thank you for taking the time
to review our response.
Chris Sizemore

Isham Colosetti

Co-Founder/CEO

Co-Founder/Chief Strategy Officer

404.477.6300 x 204

404.477.6300 x 202

770.714.8655

404.307.2622

chris@creative-mischief.com

isham@creative-mischief.com

Come visit us at our new offices
The Hurt Building
50 Hurt Plaza Suite 1650
Atlanta, Ga 30303

